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The concept of normal index was introduced by Deskins [3]. For a maximal
subgroup M of a group G, the order of a chief factor H/K of Gmwhere H is
minimal in the set of normal supplements of M in Gmis known as the normal
index ofM in G. Both Nyhoff [-5] and Beidleman and Spencer [2] have shown
that a group G is solvable (p-solvable) iff the normal indices of maximal sub-
groups satisfy certain conditions. In this note we use the notion of normal
index to obtain some more conditions which are both necessary and sufficient
for the group theoretic properties solvability, 7r-solvability, 7r-supersolvability,
and 7r-nilpotence.

All groups are assumed finite. For the sake of completeness we mention the
following results which were established by Beidleman and Spencer [2].

LEMMA 1. The normal index rl(G M) ofa maximal subgroup M ofa 9roup G
is uniquely determined by M.

LEMMA 2. IfM is a maximal subgroup of a 9roup, G, N G and N M
then rl(G/N: M/N) r/(G: M).

It follows from the definition of normal index that [G: M] divides r/(G: M).
If H is a minimal normal supplement to M in G and H/K is a chief factor of G
then K

_
M and G MH. Consequently, [G: M] [HI/IM c HI divides

IH/KI r/(G: M). For a maximal subgroup which is normal we obtain the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1. If M is a maximal subgroup of a group G and M G then
r/(G: M) [-G: M] a prime.

Proof Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G and distinguish two cases.

Casel. N: M. This implies G MN and McN= 1. Therefore,
r/(G: M) INI I-G: m] a prime.

Case 2. N
_
M. If N c M, N :/: M, then induction shows that

rl(G/N: M/N) [GIN: MINI a prime.

This implies r/(G: M) [G:M] a prime. Now suppose N M. If L is
another minimal normal subgroup of G then LcN= LM= and
G ML. Hence r/(G: M) -ILl I-G: M-I a prime. Finally, suppose
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N M is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. If R is any other normal
subgroup of G then R D N M and the maximality of M implies R G.
Therefore, the only normal subgroup of G that supplements M in G is G itself.
Since M is maximal and normal in G, clearly r/(G: M) IGI/IMI [G: M]
a prime and the theorem is proved.
The proofs of the remaining results depend on a lemma of Baer [1, Lemma 3,

pp. 121] and we state it below for the sake of completeness.

LEMMA 3. If the group G possesses a maximal subgroup with core then the
following properties ofG are equivalent.

(1) The indices in G of all the maximal subgroups with core are powers of
one and the same prime p.

(2) There exists one and only one minimal normal subgroup of G, and there
exists a common prime divisor ofall the indices in G ofall the maximal subgroups
with core 1.

(3) There exists a soluble normal subgroup, not 1, in G.

For notational purposes, let n’, denote the n-part of n. More precisely, if n
is a given set of primes and n nln2, where (n2, q) for all primes q in n
and nl is divisible only by primes in n then n’, nl.

THEOREM 2. A group G is n-solvable ifand only if q(G" M)’, [G" M]’, for
every maximal subgroup M of G.

Proof. Suppose G is n-solvable. If G is a n’-group then r/(G" M)’,
[G" M]’, holds trivially for each maximal subgroup M. Assume now that
is divisible by at least one prime in n and let N be a minimal normal subgroup
of G. If a maximal subgroup M of G contains N then, by induction, it follows
that rI(G/N: M/N),, [G/N: MINI’, and therefore, rl(G" M)’, [G" M]’,. If
N M then G MN and for INI’, 1, clearly [G" M]’, r/(G" M)’, 1.
If INI’, 1 then n-solvability of G shows that N is a n-group and since N is
solvable and minimal normal it is clear that N is elementary abelian. Hence
M c N G and consequently, M c N 1. It now follows that q(G" M)’,
IUl= I-G"

Conversely, let l-G" M]’, r/(G" M)’, hold for each maximal subgroup M of
G. Observe that G is not simple. For, otherwise, IGI= [G" M]= holds for
every maximal subgroup M of G. If n {Pl, P2,. Pt} then the indices of the
maximal subgroups M1, M2,. Mt (where M contains a Sylow prsubgroup
of G) will be prime to px, P2,..., Pt, respectively. Consequently, IGI’, and
trivially G is n-solvable.

Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. By induction, GIN is n-solvable.
If L is another minimal normal subgroup of G then G/L is n-solvable and since
G is isomorphic to G/L c N it follows that G is n-solvable. We may therefore
suppose that N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. If INI= then
N is a n’-group and since GIN is n-solvable it follows that G is n-solvable. Now
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suppose INI 1. If N is contained in each maximal subgroup M of G then
N
_

b(G) and consequently, G/dp(G) is 7r-solvable by induction. Hence G is
n-solvable. If, however, N M for some maximal subgroup M of G then
G MN, M is core free and [G: M] INI. For any other maximal sub-
group Mo with core 1, N, Mo and G MoN. By hypothesis, ]NI
r/(G: Mo) [G: Moil. Hence Lemma 3 shows that N is solvable and this
implies G is g-solvable.

With the help of Theorem 2 we can easily establish the following.

THEOREM 3. In any #roup G the followin# are equivalent"
(1) r/(G: M)2 I-G: M-12 for all maximal subtTroups M of G.
(2) G is solvable.
(3) r/(G: M) is a power ofa primefor all maximal sub#roups M of G.
(4) r/(G: M) [-G: M] for all maximal sub#roups M of G.

COROLLARY 1. IfM is a maximal subtlroup of a #roup G and if r/(G: M) is
square free then r/(G: M) l-G: M-].

COROLLARY 2. .4 tTroup G is supersolvable if and only if r/(G: M) is square
freefor each maximal sub#roup M of G.

Beidleman and Spencer [2-1 showed that a group G is solvable whenever all
nonnormal maximal subgroups having equal normal index are conjugate. The
next theorem improves upon this result. While conjugacy implies equality of
the indices, the converse is not necessarily true.

THEOREM 4. A #roup G is solvable if and only if any two maximal subtTroups
M1 and M2 of G with r/(G: M1) r/(G: M2) satisfy I-G: M] I-G: M2].

Proof. Let G be a solvable group and let M and M2 be maximal subgroups
with r/(G: M) r/(G: M2). By Theorem 3, r/(G: M) [G: M] and there-
fore [G: M] l-G: M2].
The converse is established in four steps.

(i) G is not simple. Otherwise, the normal index of every maximal subgroup
is IGI. By hypothesis the indices of all maximal subgroups are then equal.
Suppose {pl, P2,..., P,} is the set of prime divisors of IGI and assume n > 1.
Every maximal subgroup containing a Sylow prsubgroup of G must have its
index in G prime to p. This implies that the index of every maximal subgroup
must be prime top for all i. Therefore n < and G is ap-group for some prime
p. Hence G is not simple unless it is of order p in which case G is solvable and
we are done.

(ii) G contains a unique minimal normal subgroup. Let N be a minimal
normal subgroup of G. By induction, GIN is solvable and if L : N is another
minimal normal subgroup of G then G/L is solvable. Therefore G - G/N c L
is solvable and hence we may suppose that N is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G.
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(iii) (G) 1. If b(G) # then it follows by induction that G/dp(G) is
solvable and therefore G is solvable.

(iv) G is solvable. It follows from (iii) that for some maximal subgroup
M of G, N M and G MN. Evidently, M is core free. If Mo is any other
core free maximal subgroup of G then G MoN and r/(G: Mo) rl(G: M)
]N[. By hypothesis, IG: M] IG: Mo] [NI/IM N[. Therefore there
exists a common prime divisor of the indices of all the maximal subgroups with
core 1. By Lemma 3 N is solvable and consequently, G is solvable since GIN is
solvable.

In view of Theorem 4 it seems natural to ask if a group G is n-solvable when
maximal subgroups whose n-parts of the normal indices coincide have indices
with equal n-parts. For n {3}, each maximal subgroup M in G PSL(2, 7)
satisfies r/(G: M)a 3 and [G: M]3 but G is not 3-solvable. For n-
solvability, the equality of the common values of [G: M] and r/(G: M) is
crucial.

In the next two theorems we obtain conditions which are both necessary and
sufficient for a group to be n-solvable. The necessity in both cases follow from
Theorem 2. The sufficiency is established by applying the methods used in
Theorem 4 and Theorem 2.

THEOREM 5. A group G is n-solvable ifand only iffor maximal subgroups M
and M2 having r/(G: M1) r/(G: M2), [G: MI"I [G: M2] r/(G: nl)
holds.

THEOREM 6. A group G is n-solvable ifand only if thefollowing hold.

(1) G has a n-solvable maximal subgroup M with r/(G: M) l-G: M].
(2) IfMI and Mz are maximal subgroups with (G: M) r/(G: Mz) then

[G: M], [G: Mzl.
In Theorems 7 and 8 below we characterize respectively, the n-supersolvabl

and n-nilpotent groups. Recall that a group G is called n-supersolvable if every
chief factor of G is of prime order for some prime in n or is a n’-group and G
is n-nilpotent if and only if it is the product of a nilpotent Hall n-subgroup and a
normal Hall n’-subgroup.
We omit the proof of Theorem 7 since it is quite similar to the proof of

Theorem 2.

THEOREM 7. Ifn is a given set ofprimes then G is n-supersolvable ifand only
iffor each maximal subgroup M of G, r/(G: M) [G: M] or p n.

COROLLARY 1. G is a n’-group if and only if r/(G: M) for all max-
imal subgroups M of G.

COROLLARY 2. A group G is n-supersolvable if and only iffor maximal sub-
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groups M1 and M2 with r/(G: M1) r/(G: M2), both [G: M] I-G: M2]
and r/(G: Mi) I-G: Mi-I, or p e n hold.

THEOREM 8. A group G is n-nilpotent if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied.

(1) r/(G: M),, [G: M],, or p n for all maximal subgroups M of G.
(2) If q(G: M), [G: M], p n for some maximal subgroup M then
M< G.

Proof Let G be a n-nilpotent group. Then G is n-supersolvable and (1)
holds by Theorem 7. Now suppose M is a maximal subgroup of G with
r/(G:M) I-G:M] =pn and G ST, where S is a nilpotent Hall
n-subgroup and T is a normal Hall n’-subgroup of G. If T M then G MT
and I-G:M] 1, acontradiction. Hence T_ MandM= (ScM)T. It
therefore follows that ISI/IS c MI p since I-G: M], p. Consequently,
S c M S since S is nilpotent and so M __.m G.
Now suppose (1) and (2) both hold. By Theorem 7, G is n-supersolvable.

Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. If L # N is another minimal
normal subgroup of G then, by induction, both GIN and G/L are n-nilpotent
groups and therefore G - GIN c L is n-nilpotent. Hence we may regard N
as the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. If N _.= M for each maximal
subgroup M of G then N __. b(G) and, by induction, G/ck(G) is n-nilpotent.
Consequently, G is n-nilpotent. Now suppose N M for some maximal
subgroup M of G. Then G MN and r/(G: M) INI. From (1) we have
r/(G: M) [G: M], INI= or p. Distinguish two cases.

Case 1. INI= 1. Since G/N is n-nilpotent, G/N SIN. T/N, where
SIN is a nilpotent Hall n-subgroup and TIN is a normal Hall n’-subgroup of
GIN. Therefore, T___ G and S CN, where C is a Hall n-subgroup of S.
Thus G CT, C is a nilpotent Hall n-subgroup and T is a normal Hall n’-
subgroup of G. Hence G is n-nilpotent.

Case 2. INI= p. This implies INI p, since G is n-supersolvable, and
hence M c N 1. Consequently, GIN MN/N is isomorphic to M. Since
GIN is n-nilpotent, we can write M RW where R is a nilpotent Hall n-
subgroup and W is a normal Hall n’-subgroup of M. Hence G (RN)W,
where W is a normal Hall n’-subgroup and RN is a nilpotent Hall n-subgroup
of G. Therefore G is n-nilpotent.
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